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Mother Teresa Memorial Awards for Social Justice
2021:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 The United Nations Environment Program ( UNEP ) National Goodwill Ambassador
Dia Mirza , and Environmental Activist Mr. Afroz Shah were felicitated with Mother
Teresa Memorial Awards for Social Justice 2021 in July 2022 .
 They were awarded for their commendable and notable achievements in Environmental
Sustainability . Governor of Maharashtra Bhagat Singh Koshyari presented the awards .

Uttarakhand police app and e - FIR service:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Uttarakhand Chief Minister Pushkar Singh Dhami launched the Uttarakhand police app and e
- FIR service on 15 July 2022 .
 The police app is an integrated version of five online services provided by the State police .
The emergency number 112 and cyber helpline number 1930 have also been connected
to this app .
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" Pilot Green Hydrogen Technologies ":
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 NHPC signed two MoUs for the development of " Pilot Green Hydrogen Technologies " to
reduce the carbon footprint in the Power Sector in Leh and Kargil .
 As per MoU signed for Leh district , NHPC shall consider the development of Pilot
Green Hydrogen fuel cell - based Microgrid .
 According to the MoU for the Kargil district , the hydrogen generated in Kargil will be
used in fuel cells for mobility .

Knowledge Portal for Khadi:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
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 The Knowledge Portal for Khadi was launched on 14 July 2022 . It is a platform developed
by the Center of Excellence for Khadi to provide design directions to the Khadi
institutions .
 The Center of Excellence for Khadi has been set up by KVIC , Ministry of MSME at NIFT ,
to support Khadi Institutions . The portal will be hosted on the website of the Center of
Excellence for Khadi .

Apex committee:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Defence Ministry has set up an apex committee with Defence Secretary as Chairman to
conduct a Performance Efficiency Audit into various aspects of its activities .
 The members of the committee include Vice Chiefs of the three Services , Secretary
Defence ( Finance ) , Chief of Integrated Staff Committee , Controller General of
Defence Accounts , Director General ( Acquisition ) , etc.
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REC Limited:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 V.K. Singh has taken charge as Director ( Technical ) of REC Limited with effect from 12th
July , 2022 . Before this elevation , Singh was Executive Director in REC holding portfolio of
key business areas .
 REC is an NBFC focusing on power sector financing and development across India .
Established in 1969 , REC Limited has completed over fifty years in the area of its
operations .
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First City-Varanasi:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 Varanasi will be the first city in Shanghai Cooperation Organisation ( SCO ) region to be
granted the rotating title of ' Cultural & Tourism capital of SCO '.
 It will be made the Capital for 2022-23 under a new rotating initiative by the SCO to promote
people - to - people contacts and tourism among the member states . SCO Headquarters Beijing , China . SCO founded on - 15 June 2001.

P-17A:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on 15 July 2022 launched the fourth P17A stealth frigate '
Dunagiri ' in Kolkata . The Project 17A frigate is built by Garden Reach Shipbuilders
Limited .
 The P - 17A class is a follow - on of the P - 17 Shivalik Class with improved stealth features
& advanced weapons . The first two P - 17A ships were launched in 2019 and 2020 while the
third ship was launched in May 2022 .
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Central Ministries Portal:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 The website of the Ministry of Home Affairs ( MHA ) has been ranked first under the
Central Ministries Portal in National e - Governance Service Delivery Assessment .
 The Digital Police portal of the National Crime Records Bureau ( NCRB ) was placed at
the second number . This is a periodic assessment intended to improve the effectiveness of the
government in delivering online services to citizens .

Country’s First 5G:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
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 Bharti Airtel completed a successful trial of the country's first 5G private network at Bosch
Automotive Electronics ' facility at Bengaluru on 14 July 2022 .
 Airtel's on - premise 5G captive private network was built over the trial spectrum
allocated by the Department of Telecom ( DoT ) .In 2021 , Airtel also demonstrated India's
first rural 5G trial in the Bhaipur Bramanan village of Delhi - NCR .

Samsung:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-5/5)
 South Korean tech giant Samsung has developed a new graphics dynamic random - access
memory ( DRAM ) chip with a faster speed and improved power efficiency . Samsung claims
that it is the world's fastest graphics DRAM chip to ever exist .
 The new DRAM chip can process graphic images at a rate of up to 1.1 terabytes per
second . It is built on the 10 nm EUV process technology .
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“Jagriti”:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)
 The Department of Consumer Affairs has launched " Jagriti " , a mascot for empowering
consumers & generating awareness towards their rights .
 It will be projected as an empowered consumer who is spreading awareness about consumer
rights and addressing the problems faced by the consumers . The mascot would be
showcased with the tagline " Jago Grahak Jago " in all its media campaigns.

' Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission Hackathon
Series ':
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 The National Health Authority ( NHA ) commenced its first hackathon under the ' Ayushman
Bharat Digital Mission Hackathon Series ' on 14 July 2022 in Pune , Maharashtra .
 This hackathon is focused on mobilising the health startup ecosystem in India . It was
inaugurated by Dr R.S. Sharma , Chief Executive Officer of NHA . This hackathon will
continue till 17 July 2022 .
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Villa De Benasque International Chess Open:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 Indian Grandmaster Aravindh Chithambaram emerged winner in the 41st Villa De
Benasque International Chess Open in July 2022 .Chithambaram is also a former national
champion .
 He defeated Armenia's Robert Hovhannisyan and compatriot Raunak Sadhwani on the basis
of tie - break score here . Sadhwani finished in third place .
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2022 World Athletics Championships:
(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)
 The 2022 World Athletics Championships began in Eugene city of Oregon state of US on 15
July 2022 . The 2022 Championships is the 18th edition & the US is hosting the event for
1st time .
 The 10 - day grand sporting event will host 2,000 athletes representing more than 200 nations
& will continue till 24 July . For India , Olympic javelin champion Neeraj Chopra will lead
the country's charge .

Editorial Analysis:
Monkeypox:
 India reported its first laboratory-confirmed, imported case of monkeypox virus when a 35year-old man in Kerala’s capital tested positive. The diagnosis was easy as the individual
informed health-care workers of his contact with an infected person in the United Arab
Emirates.
 To cut the transmission chain, people who have come in contact with him in Kerala have been
isolated. The first case of the virus outside Africa was first reported in the U.K. on May 6,
2022. Since then, the virus has spread to over 63 countries. Europe has reported 8,238 cases
from 35 countries as of July 12, and the U.S., 1,470 cases as of July 14. Never before has the
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virus spread to more than a hundred people a year during any outbreak in endemic countries
except Congo.
 In fact, sustained transmission beyond a few generations has been rare in Africa. In contrast,
the rapid increase in cases and geographical spread have primarily been due to human-tohuman transmission largely during sexual contact, especially among men who have sex with
men (MSM).
 While a few rave parties in Spain and Belgium have turned out to be super-spreader events,
WHO suspects that “undetected transmission for some unknown duration of time followed by
recent amplifier events” to be responsible for cases being detected simultaneously in several
countries outside Africa.
 With cases crossing the 10,000-mark in non-endemic countries, and a large number of cases
in Spain (2,034), the U.K. (1,735), Germany (1,556) and the U.S. (1,470), the risk of the virus
becoming established in some of these countries is becoming increasingly real.

 While the first human case was reported in 1970 in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
the virus became endemic in 11 countries in Africa causing small outbreaks, no attempts were
made to study it all these years.
 With the virus having a free run in non-endemic countries, scientists have now unveiled many
discomforting facts: the virus appears to mutate at a much higher rate than what was assumed.
And, based on genome sequences from the current outbreak, they have found the emergence
of a novel clade of the virus in early March.
 A recent study has found monkeypox virus DNA in samples of semen, saliva, urine, rectal
swabs and faeces, and at high viral loads; the infectious and disease potential of these body
fluids was not studied.
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 Whether the new clade by itself has a higher potential for human spread is not known. But
surely, close sexual contact is providing the virus much opportunity to spread within the
MSM community.
 With the sustained spread and a few cases already detected in women, the possibility of
spread into the general community cannot be totally dismissed. Increased testing, contact
tracing and building awareness, and not stigmatising the infected people can stop the spread.

Deficit:
 In its latest review of the economy encompassing the period from June till July 10, the
Finance Ministry is sanguine about India’s economic recovery and has asserted that major
macro-economic risks have subsided over the past six weeks.
 The Government’s cautious optimism is tinged with impending concerns of a speedier
tightening of monetary policies by the U.S. Federal Reserve and the resultant dip in asset
markets, which can mar sentiment and consumption, on top of persistent geopolitical strife.
 But for now, interest rate hikes and measures to curtail the outflow of dollars announced by
the central bank, with several steps from the government such as the imposition of windfall
taxes and higher import duties on forex-drainers like gold, have been credited for lifting some
of the dark clouds over the economy.
 Despite excise duty cuts on petrol and diesel, the Ministry believes India’s fiscal math for the
year will not unravel thanks to the recent tax levies, and healthy Goods and Services Tax
collections (that could get healthier as some GST rate hikes kick in from Monday).
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 Industrial metal prices slipping to 16-month lows, prices for some food items falling off their
peaks and crude oil prices descending in the face of fears of a recession in many developed
nations, have helped.
 However, if these fears do not translate into ‘a sustained and meaningful’ drop in food and
energy prices, India’s current account deficit will deteriorate in 2022-23 on account of costlier
imports and tepid exports on the merchandise account, the Ministry has cautioned.
 India’s high import dependence for fuel means oil price trajectories affect most macro
parameters, including inflation, growth, current account balances, fiscal management and the
rupee.
 And economic policymakers are rightfully concerned about the current account deficit (CAD)
widening sharply from the 1.2% of GDP last year. There is a vicious circle at work here that
may take a while to break.
 Slowing exports and costlier inelastic imports of oil have triggered record merchandise trade
deficits for two consecutive months, exacerbating the CAD which is tripping the rupee,
making imports even costlier and widening the CAD further.
 The CAD may have hit 2.7% of GDP in the first quarter, some reckon, but if developed
economies slow down as expected and shale oil supplies pick up, crude oil prices could drop
lower and the full-year deficit may improve.
 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has assured the country of a pointed ‘item by item’
attack on inflation to ensure growth prospects are not hindered. If the fiscal deficit is not a
concern, and tax revenues may, in fact, overshoot Budget estimates owing to high inflation,
the Government can consider reviewing its fiscal capacity and think of more measures to
stimulate growth and mitigate the detrimental effects of high inflation and interest rates on
consumption and investments.
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